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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we determine the automorphism group and the characteristic 
subgroups of a maximal unipotent subgroup of each of the Chevalley and 
Steinberg simple groups over all fields of characteristic other than two or 
three. We will first consider the subgroup U of a Chevalley group generated 
by all the root (or one-parameter) subgroups corresponding to positive roots. 
We show in Section 6 that the automorphism group of this subgroup is 
generated by six types of automorphisms, which we define in Section 4. In 
Section 5 we study subgroups of U which are semidirect products of root 
subgroups-we call these “radical subgroups” of U-and we show that the 
upper and lower central series of U coincide. In Section 6, we also show that 
the characteristic subgroups of U are precisely those radical subgroups 
invariant under inner and graph automorphisms (the normal “symmetric” 
radical subgroups), except in the groups of type C, , where there is one such 
subgroup which is not characteristic. Finally, in Sections 7 and 8, we state, 
without proof, similar results for the corresponding subgroups of the Steinberg 
groups-the methods used to obtain these results are similar to those used in 
Sections 5 and 6, and full proofs are given in [4]. 
In the case of the Chevalley groups of type A, over a field K, the maximal 
unipotent subgroup we consider is isomorphic to the group of all 
(1 + 1) x (I + 1) uni-triangular matrices over K [7]. For K a finite field of 
characteristic other than two, these groups have been studied by A. J. Weir 
[12] who determined their characteristic subgroups, and for K a field of 
prime order greater than two, P. P. Pavlov [6] has determined the auto- 
morphisms of these groups. Here, however, although we exclude fields of 
characteristic two or three, we do not require the field to be finite. The 
automorphisms of the Chevalley and Steinberg groups, over finite and 
algebraically closed fields, have been determined by Steinberg [lo]. 
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The contents of this paper form part of the author’s doctoral thesis 
(University of Warwick, 1968), and I am very grateful to Professor R. W. 
Carter for his helpful and encouraging supervision of this work. 
2. THE UNIPOTENT SUBGROUP U 
For any simple Lie algebra 2 over the complex field, and any field K, the 
Chevalley group of type 2 over K is generated by elements x,(t), where T 
runs over all roots of 2 relative to some Cartan subalgebra, and t runs over all 
elements of K (see [l] or [3]). Th e subgroup U considered in this paper is 
generated by all elements xr(t) f or r positive relative to some fixed ordering 
of the set of roots. We will first describe U in terms of generators and relations. 
Let Z, Z+, and 7r denote the sets of roots, positive roots, and fundamental 
roots, respectively. Every element Y of ,Z+ can be expressed uniquely in the 
form CS,, nq, where the n, are nonnegative integers. The height of Y, h(r), 
is defined by h(r) = ES,,, n, . We will suppose throughout that the roots are 
ordered so that h(r) < h(s) whenever Y < s. Then 
U = Gp{x,(t)j r E .Z+, t E K}. (2-l) 
Chevalley, [3], established the following relations between elements of U: 
for any positive roots r, s, and any elements t, u of K, 
%.(t> XT(U) = x9-p + u). (2.2) 
[44 %-(~>I = 1 if Y + s is not a root, 
(2.3) 
if Y + s is a root, where the product extends over all pairs of positive integers 
(i,j) such that ir + js is a root, and the roots are taken in increasing order. 
(We use the notation [a, b] = a-%%b, and define repeated commutators 
inductively by 
[ a,; a,;...; a,] = [[al; a,;...; u&z,] . 
By means of the relations (2.2) and (2.3), every element of U can be 
expressed uniquely in the form 
where r1 , r2 ,..., rN are the elements of .Z+ arranged in increasing order. The 
set of generators given in (2.1) and the relations (2.2) and (2.3), define U in 
terms of generators and relations. If K is a finite field of characteristic p and 
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order q, then U has order qN, and can be shown to be a Sylow p subgroup of 
the Chevalley group [3]. In general, U is a maximal unipotent subgroup of the 
Chevalley group. 
It is clear from (2.2) that for any positive root r, ZZP = {all t E K} is a 
subgroup of U isomorphic to the additive group K+ of K. We call 3,. the root 
subgroup corresponding to r. 
The constants Cii,rs , which occur in (2.3), are all integers whose absolute 
value is at most 3. In particular, Cnrs = N,,, , C1a,rs = +N,,,N,,,+, , and 
c 21,rs = W,.fl,,,+, , where NT,, = 0 if Y + s is not a root and, if Y + s is a 
root, / N,,, 1 is the least integer i such that s - ir is not a root. Hence, if 
r, s E QT, and Y + s E Z+, then C& = N,,, = *l, since the difference of 
two fundamental roots cannot be a root. 
For each positive integer n, let U,, denote the subgroup of U generated by 
all root subgroups of U corresponding to roots of height at least n. Then U, 
consists of all elements I-Jr=, xri(ti) such that ti = 0 whenever h(rJ < n. The 
relations (2.2) and (2.3) show that [U,; U,] C Um+n. Therefore, the series 
is a central series for U. Spitznagel [9] has shown that this is the lower central 
series of U. In Section 5 we show that it is also the upper central series. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF ROOT SYSTEMS 
The following well-known properties of root systems of simple Lie algebras 
over the complex field will be required in Sections 5 and 6. 
LEMMA 3.1. As described earlier, every positive root is a linear combination 
of fundamental roots with nonnegative integer coefficients (see, fm example, [5]). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let r be any positive root such that h(r) > 2. Then, for some 
fundamental root ri , r - ri is also a root. For, suppose r = &, niri . Then, 
if ( , ) denotes the Killing form (r, r) = (r, xi, siri) = C:=, ni(r, ri) > 0. 
Hence, for some fundamental root ri , (r, ri) > 0, and r - ri is a root. 
As corollaries of Lemma 3.2 we have: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let r be any positive root. Then fundamental roots 
s, , s2 ,..., slz can be chosen so that s1 + s2 + -** + sj is a root, 1 <j < k, and 
s, + s, + *-. + sk = r. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If r and s are positive roots such that ir + js is a root, where 
i and j are positive integers, then r + s is a root. 
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PROPERTY 3.5. There is exactly one root of maximum height, which we call 
the highest root and denote by rN . 
PROPERTY 3.6. Let r be any positive root other than rN . Then, for some 
fundamental root ri , r + ri is a root. 
Both these properties are easily verified by examining the various root 
systems, descriptions of which may be found in [S]. 
We will also require the following fundamental relations between the 
structure constants N,,, of the Lie algebra: 
For any roots T, s, 
NT.8 = --N,,, - (3-l) 
If 9, r, s, and q + r + s are all roots, then 
(3.2) 
In particular, we note that if q -I- I, q + r + s are roots and s + q is not a 
root, then Y + s is a root. For Ns,* = 0 and NC1,rNql.r,s # 0. Hence, N,,, # 0. 
4. THE AUTOMORPHISMS 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we assume that the field K does 
not have characteristic two or three. Hence, we may assume that if, for 
positive roots r and s and positive integers i and j, ir + js is a root, then the 
constant Cij,rS, regarded as an element of K, is nonzero. 
We now describe five types of automorphisms of the subgroup U. We show 
in Section 6 that these, together with inner automorphisms, generate the 
automorphism group of U. We show in Section 5 that U is generated by the 
root subgroups corresponding to fundamental roots (this fact has also been 
established by Spitznagel in [9]). A n automorphism of U is, therefore, 
determined by its effect on these root subgroups. 
Graph Automorphisms 
Suppose the additive group P,. generated by the roots of 2 admits an 
automorphism 0 which maps both 7~ and C onto themselves. Then u induces 
a graph automorphism of U as follows: If u(r) denotes the image of r under u, 
then the graph automorphism of U induced by u maps x,(t) onto x0(,.)(t) for 
all fundamental roots Y and all elements t of K. 
The groups of type A,(1 > l), D,(l > 4), and E6 each admit a nontrivial 
graph automorphism of order 2. The graph automorphisms of the groups of 
type D4 form a group isomorphic to the symmetric group on three letters. 
These are the only possible graph automorphisms. 
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Diagonal Automorphisms 
Every character x of P,. with values in K* = K - (0) induces a diagonal 
automorphism of U which maps x,.(t) onto x,.[x(r)t] for all positive roots r and 
all elements t of K. 
Field Automorphisms 
Every automorphism f : t H f (t) of the field K induces a Jield automorphism 
of U which maps x,(t) onto xJf(t)] for all positive roots Y and all elements 
t of K. 
That these maps all determine automorphisms of U follows immediately 
from the fact that they are all the restriction to U of an automorphism of the 
corresponding Chevalley group which maps U onto itself (see [IO], in which 
Steinberg showed that the automorphism group of a Chevalley group over a 
finite or algebraically closed field is generated by inner, graph, diagonal, and 
field automorphisms). 
Central Automorphisms 
Let r, denote the highest root as before, and consider the map of U into 
itself determined by 
where the g, are endomorphisms of the additive group K+ of K. Since the 
root subgroup 9?rN is clearly in the centre of U, the commutator relation (2.3) 
is trivially preserved. It is also easily seen that (2.2) is preserved for all 
fundamental roots Y. Hence, any such map determines an automorphism of U. 
We call such automorphisms central automorphisms. 
Extremal Automorphisms 
Let r( be a fundamental root such that yN - yi is also a root (such a root ri 
exists by 3.2). Let k be any nonzero element of K, and consider the map 6 of 
U into itself which acts trivially on the root subgroups %r for Y # yi , and 
under which 
To show that 8 determines an automorphism of U, we must show that the 
relations (2.2) and (2.3) are preserved. This is clearly so except for (2.2) with 
r = T( . 
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Hence, B is an automorphism of U. 
If  the group is not of type A, , there is only one fundamental root ri such 
that r, - ri is a root. I f  the group is of type A, , then there are two funda- 
mental roots with this property. 
Now suppose the group is of type C, . Then there is just one fundamental 
root ri such that r, - ri is a root, and in this case r, - 2ri is also a root. 
A similar argument to that used above shows that, for any k E K, the map 
of U into itself which acts trivially on .Yr , r + ri and which maps x,,(t) onto I 
also determines an automorphism of U. 
We call these automorphisms, or any product of such automorphisms, 
extremal automorphisms. 
5. RADICAL SUBGROUPS OF U 
DEFINITION 5.1. A subgroup of U will be called a radical subgroup of U 
if it is the semidirect product of the root subgroups which it contains. More 
precisely, if X is a subgroup of U and ZS1 , SSe ,..., 9YSk , are all the root 
subgroups contained in X, where st < s2 < *a* < sk , then X is a radical 
subgroup of U if, and only if, every element of X can be expressed in the form 
Clearly any radical subgroup is invariant under all diagonal automorphisms 
of U, since any such automorphism maps each root subgroup onto itself. 
We show that the converse is also true. We require the following Lemma, due 
to Chevalley: 
LEMMA 5.2. ([2], 13.02). Let G be a nilpotent group with a set of operators 
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L?suchthat(l)GhasanBcompositionseriesl = HO <HI < **a <H, = G 
and(2)GhasQsubgroupsPi,i= l,...,nsuchthat 
Hi = P,H,, , Pi n HimI = 1, 
and no pair Pi , Pi of distinct subgroups are 52 isomorphic. 
Then every Q-subgroup of G is the semidirect product of the subgroups Pi which 
it contains (where semidirect has the same meaning as in DeJinition 5.1). 
THEOREM 5.3. A subgroup of U is a radical subgroup if, and only zf, it is 
invariant under all diagonal automorphisms of U. 
Proof. We have only to show that with G = U, Q as the set of all diagonal 
automorphisms of U, and Pi = %^rN_i+l , the conditions of Lemma 5.2 are 
satisfied. 
If  Hi = %rN-i+l%rN-i+, *** 3YrN and Pi = 9Y’rN-i+l , then clearly Hi = PiHi- 
and Pin Hi-1 = 1. 
Also, by [3], p. 56, Lemma 11, for any pair r, s of distinct positive roots, 
there is a character x of P, with values in K* such that x(r) # x(s). The 
corresponding diagonal automorphism of U does not have the same action on 
XV and %‘s and so X,. and I, are not Q isomorphic. Hence, condition (2) of 
Lemma 5.2 is satisfied. 
A slight modification of [3], p. 56, Lemma 11, shows that, if r is any 
positive root and t E K*, then there is a character x of P, with values in K* 
such that x(r) = t. Hence, the root subgroup 97,. has no proper nontrivial 
subgroup which is invariant under all diagonal automorphisms. Each root 
subgroup, and hence each Pi , is a simple Q group, and the series 
1 = HO < HI < .a. < H, = U 
is an Q composition series for U. Thus, condition (1) of Lemma 5.2 is satisfied 
and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 5.3 has a number of interesting corollaries. 
COROLLARY 5.4. The series U = U, > U, > a** > U, = 1 is both the 
upper and the lower central series of U. (We recall that U,,, is the subgroup of U 
generated by all root subgroups Xr for which h(r) > m.) 
Proof. The relations (2.2) and (2.3) show that [Urn; U] C U,,,,, . To show 
that the above series is the lower central series of U, we must show that 
vn,, c Nn; Ul. 
Suppose r E Z+ and h(r) > m + 1 > 1. Then, by Lemma 3.2, there is 
a fundamental root ri such that r - ri E .Z+. Now, h(r - ri) > m; and so 
[xTmr,(t); x,i(u)] E [U,; U]. The groups U, and U are invariant under all 
diagonal automorphisms; hence, so is [U,; U]. By Theorem 5.3, [U,; U] is 
481/14/z-6 
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a radical subgroup of U. Now when the commutator [or-r*(t); xri(u)] is 
expressed in the form described in (2.4), it consists of a nontrivial term in %r 
followed by terms in U,,, .But [U,,,; U] is a radical subgroup, and so 
ST C [U,; U]. Hence, U,,, C [U,; U], and the given series is the lower 
central series. 
Now suppose that H/U,+, is the centre of U/U,,, . Clearly, U,,, C H-we 
must show that U,,, = H. Now Urn-, is a characteristic subgroup of U, since 
it is a term in the lower central series of U, and so His also characteristic in U. 
In particular, His invariant under all diagonal automorphisms of U, and so is 
a radical subgroup by Theorem 5.3. Suppose %r C H and r # I~. Then by 
Property 3.6, there is a fundamental root ri such that Y + ri E Z+. Now by 
the definition of H, [xr(t); xT,(u)] E U,,, . But if this commutator is expressed 
in the form of (2.4), the first term is a nontrivial element of %r+,, . Hence, 
h(r + yi) > m + 1 and xr C U, . Thus, H C U,,, , and the given series is 
also the upper central series of U. 
COROLLARY 5.5. U is generated by the fundamental root subgroups 37,. , T E 7~. 
Proof. Let X be the subgroup of U generated by the fundamental root 
subgroups. Then by Theorem 5.3, X is a radical subgroup. Given any 
positive root I, there is a sequence s, , ss ,..., sk of fundamental roots such that 
$1 + 52 + -em + si is a root, 1 <j < K, and sr + s, + -a- + sk = I, by 
(3.3). The commutator [x8,(l); x8,(l);...; .~,~(l)], when expressed in the form 
of (2.4), begins wtth a nontrivial term in %r . Hence, ?ET C X and X = U. 
Later, we show that the characteristic subgroups of U are a certain subset of 
the normal radical subgroups. The following corollary determines which 
radical subgroups are normal in U. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let X be a radical subgroup of U, and let A? be the set of 
roots r such that Zr C X. Then X is normal in U if, and only if, whenever I E 8 
ands,r +sEZ+,thenr +sEB(sEZ+). 
Proof. It is clear from the commutator relation (2.3) that a radical subgroup 
with this property is a normal subgroup of U. Conversely, if X is a normal 
radical subgroup of U, Z,. C X, and s is a positive root such that T + s is also a 
root, then x,(u)-%,(t) x,(u) = x,.(t) xI+s(N7,8tu) **a E X. Hence, %r+, C X. 
6. THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF U 
DEFINITION 6.1. We will say that a subgroup of U is symmetric if it is 
invariant under all graph automorphisms of U. 
In this section we prove the following results: 
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THEOREM 6.2. (A) Let 0 be any automorphism of U. Then there are graph, 
diagonal, field, inner, extremal, and central automorphkms g, d, f, i, e, and c, 
respectively, of U such that 0 = g. d. f. i. e. c. 
(B) If U is not of type C, , the characteristic subgroups of U are precisely the 
normal symmetric radical subgroups of U. 
If U is of type Ct and r, -- ri E Z+, ri E rr, the characteristic subgroups of U 
are the normal radical subgroups not containing Sri , and the normal radical 
subgroups containing both Zri and SrN-2ri . 
We first consider the effect of an arbitrary automorphism 6 on U modulo 
U, . We suppose in the lemmas which follow that U is not of type A, or B,--- 
these cases are dealt with separately in a later section. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let t, , t, ,..., t, be arbitrary elements of K*, and suppose 
8[xx7i(ti)] E I-I:=, xr,(t,J modulo U, . Then the matrix T whose (i,j)-th 
coeficient is tij is monomial-i.e., T has just one nonxero entry in each row and in 
each column. 
Proof. We will prove the lemma for the groups of rank greater than 4 and 
for the groups of type A,, B, , and C, . In the remaining cases some modi- 
fications have to be made to the general argument, but the proofs are basically 
the same. 
We first note that, if ai , bi ,... are elements of fundamental root subgroups, 
then the commutator [alar ,...; b,b, ,...; . ..I. when expressed in the usual 
canonical form (2.4), is congruent to “[a,; b,; . ..I mod U,, , where the product 
extends over all i, j ..e E {1,2,...} and the commutator has weight m. This 
follows by repeated application of the commutator formulae 
[ab; c] = [a; ~][a; c; b][b; c], 
[a; be] = [a; ~][a; b][a; b; c]. 
Now the matrix (tij) is nonsingular. For, suppose u is any nonzero element 
of K and suppose B[x,l(u)] SE I-$-r x7,(ufj) mod U, . Then, since x~,(u) and 
x,,(ti) commute, so also do their images under 8. Now if rk and r, E v and 
rk +- rm E Z+, then the image of [x,.,(tJ; q,(u)] under 13 has a term x,.*+rm 
Mwim - timeJ1 d an no other terms in this root subgroup occur. Hence, 
tik%nh = t&pik . It follows from the connectedness of the Dynkin diagram 
(see [5]) that, for some fixed element h E K, tij = huij , j = 1,2,..., 1. Suppose 
the matrix (tij) is singular. Then the rows are linearly dependent over K, 
and the above argument shows that we can find a nontrivial element 
n:=, x,‘(uJ whose image under 8 is trivial mod U, . But this is a contradiction 
since U, is the derived group of U Corollary (5.4) and, hence, is a charac- 
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teristic subgroup. (tij) is nonsingular, and so we need only show that each 
column has just one nonzero entry. 
Suppose ri , rj , ?-k , m r E T, ri + ri + Z+, and rk + rm E Zf. Then an argu- 
ment similar to that used above, applied to the image of [xri(ti); x,j(tj)], shows 
that 
tiktjm = timtjk . (6.1) 
For the remainder of this lemma we denote rows of the matrix by i, j, K,..., 
and columns by a, /3, y ,... . Also, we call the node on the Dynkin diagram, 
which corresponds to the fundamental root ri , node i. We recall that the 
Dynkin diagram is connected, and nodes i and j are connected if, and only if, 
ri + rj E Z+. If ri + rj E P, then nodes i and j are connected by a single 
bond if 2ri + rj and ri + 2rj are not roots, by a double bond if one of 
2ri + ri , ri + 2rj is a root, and by a triple bond if one of 3ri + rj , ri + 3rj is 
a root. A triple bond occurs only in the Dynkin diagram of type Ga , and a 
Dynkin diagram has at most one double bond. Each node is connected to one, 
two, or three other nodes. 
(a) First suppose that t, is a nonzero entry in column 01, and suppose j is a 
node such that there are two or more nodes between nodes i and j. Then 
tj, = 0. For, suppose t, and tja are both nonzero, i # j. Node 01 is connected 
to at least one other node-suppose node 01 is connected to node /X If k is a 
node not connected to node i, then, by (6.1), ti,tkB = tist, . Similarly, if 
nodes j and k are not connected, tjatks = tj,tk, . Since we have assumed that 
there are at least two nodes between i and j, tkB = t, * (t&=), i = 1, 2,..., 1. 
Therefore, columns 01 and /3 are linearly dependent. But this contradicts the 
nonsingularity of the matrix and so tja = 0. (We note that, with i, j, a, p as 
above, tjs = 0, since by (6.1), t& = t&J. 
(b) Suppose now that t, # 0 and that j is a node such that there is just 
one node between nodes i and j. Then, if node cy is connected to at least two 
other nodes, tie = 0. For, suppose tja # 0, k is the node between i and j, and 
that (II is connected to nodes fl and y. Then (a) above shows that all entries in 
column a! other than t, , tja, and t, , are zero. Also, all nonzero entries in 
columns /3 and y are in rows i, j, and k. For, suppose t,, # 0, h f i, j, or k. 
Then h is not connected to both i and j-suppose h is not connected to node i. 
Then by (6.1), t,t,, = t,t, = 0, since by (a), t, = 0. Therefore, t,, = 0, 
since t, # 0. Similarly, if h is not joined to j, then the = 0, since we have 
supposed tjol # 0. Now by (6.1), tiatjB = t,tj, and t&, = tdvtjol . Hence, 
(tjm , tja , tj,) = (tje/tiJ(tim , tifl , ti,) and the 3 x 3 matrix formed by the 
intersection of rows i, j, and k, and columns 01, j3, and y, is singular. All other 
entries in columns (Y, 8, and y are zero, and so columns OL, ,L?, and y are linearly 
dependent-but this contradicts the nonsingularity of the matrix. Hence, 
tja = 0. 
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(c) Suppose now that ti, # 0 and that nodes i and j are connected. Then 
tja = 0. For, suppose first that 01 is joined to two nodes t5I and y, and suppose 
t, and tja are both nonzero. Then (a) and (b) above show that, if K # i or j, 
t, = 0. Also, all nonzero entries in columns fi and y are in rows i and j. For, 
suppose h # i or j. Then node h is not connected to both i and j-suppose 
not connected to node i. Then t,t,, = t&, = 0 since tha = 0. Hence 
thB = 0, since ti, # 0. Similarly, if h is not connected to j, t,, = 0, since we 
have assumed ti, # 0. All nonzero entries in columns 01, /3, and y are in rows i 
and j, and so again we have a contradiction to the nonsingularity of the matrix. 
Hence, tja = 0. 
Now suppose that node OL is joined to only one other node, say node /3. 
We have shown above that any column which corresponds to a node which is 
joined to more than one other node has only one nonzero entry. Suppose 6 is 
such a column, and suppose t,, is the only nonzero entry in column 6. Then 
node K is also joined to more than one node. For, suppose k is only connected 
to node j, and S is connected to nodes h and CL. Then if 1 # k or j, t&,, = 
t,,t,, I= 0, since t,, = 0 (t,, being the only nonzero entry in column 6). 
Hence, t,, = 0, and all nonzero entries in columns 6, h, and p are in rows k 
and j-but this is a contradiction and so k is joined to more than one node. 
If a is only joined to node /?, we may assume that t, # 0, where node i is only 
joined to one other node--say node j. Otherwise, column 01 would be a linear 
combination of the columns corresponding to nodes joined to more than one 
node. Now we have omitted all the groups of rank less than 4, and also D, and 
F4. Node /3 is joined to node 01 and at least one other node, say y, which is 
itself joined to more than one node. Columns p and y have only one nonzero 
entry. Also, by (a) above, if k is not connected to node j, then t,, = 0. If 
k # i and nodes j and k are connected, then the only nonzero entries in 
columns ,8 and y are tis and &,-otherwise, we again have linearly dependent 
columns. 
Now 2r, + yk and 2r, + rj are not roots, since we have omitted the cases in 
which this could occur. Hence, the commutators [x,.,(t,); xTj(tj); x,jtj)] and 
[x&3 ; X&k) ; %Jtk)l are trivial, and so also are their images under 0. But the 
image of the first commutator, when expressed in the usual canonical form 
(V, has a term x,~+,~+~,, (N7y,rSN~y+7a,r,tkvtjptj,). Now tkv and 4s are both 
nonzero, and so we have tja = 0. The image of the second commutator gives 
a term 
Now N,a,, Y = 0; and so, by (3.2), 
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Also, tie and tk, are nonzero, and so t,, = 0. 
We have shown that, provided the group has rank greater than 3 and is not 
of type D, or F4 , the matrix has only one nonzero entry in each column and, 
hence, is monomial. 
The same result can also be obtained for the groups of type G, , A, , B, , 
C, , D, , and F4 using similar methods. However, slight modifications are 
required in each case, and each of these six cases must be treated separately. 
The proofs for these cases are omitted. The lemma is clearly false for the 
groups of type A, and B, (=Ca) since, if 8 is an extremal automorphism, 
the matrix obtained is not monomial. 
In the two lemmas which follow (6.4 and 6.5), we show that 19 can be nor- 
malized by graph, diagonal, and field automorphisms of U, so that it acts 
trivially on U mod U, . We note that, in these and succeeding lemmas, the 
groups of type A, and B, are omitted. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let 0 be any automorphisn of U. Then there is a graph auto- 
morphism g of U such that g-1O(%7*) = XT, mod U, for each fundumental root 
subgroup 3,. . (Note: g may, of course, be the identity.) 
Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 6.3, 
4x&)) = xr,,,,(ti,co) mod u, 
fori = 1 ,..., Z, where p is a permutation of (1, 2 ,..., 1) and t, ,..., t, are arbitrary 
elements of K. If  u is any fixed element, suppose ti is replaced by u for some 
fixed i in Lemma 6.3. Then the matrix is still monomial and all rows other 
than row i remain unchanged. The only nonzero entry in row i must still be 
in column p(i). Therefore, 
We must show that the permutation ri -+ rDtt) of 7r induces a symmetry of Z, 
the set of all roots. 
For ri , rj em and ti , tj E K*, the commutator [xri(ti); x,(tj)] is trivial if 
and only if ri + ri is not a root. The image of this commutator under t9 is 
trivial if, and only if, ri + rj is not a root. Now the image of this commutator, 
mod us , is congruent to [Xrp(,)(tip(i)); xTp’pu (tjotj))] which is trivial if, and only 
if, rOti) + rpcj) is not a root. Hence, ri + rj is a root if, and only if, roti) + r,tj) 
is a root. Similarly, 2ri + ri is a root if, and only if, 2rPci) + r,tj) is a root. 
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Therefore the permutation p of (1, 2,..., I) induces a permutation of x and 
of Z. Let g denote the corresponding graph automorphism of Cl. Then 
g-‘e(%,.J = Xrj mod Us, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let g and 8 be as above. Then there are diagonal and field 
automorphisms d andf, respectively, of U such that d-lf -‘g-V acts trivially on U 
mod U, . 
Proof. By Lemma 6.5, we may assume that 
P@,(l)1 z x&4 mod us , Ui E K*p i = 1, 2 ,.*., 1. 
Also, if we let d be the diagonal automorphism of U corresponding to the 
character x defined by x(Y,) = ui , we may assume that 
d-WP,~O)l = xr,[fi(t)l mod Us , 
and fi(l) = 1, i = l,..., 1. It is clear that 
fdt + u) = f*(t) + f&J) i = l,..., 1. 
Also, since each automorphism of U induces an automorphism of U/U,, 
each fi maps K onto itself. 
Now suppose that ri , r, E rr, and ri + rj E Zf. Then 
h.,(t); x,,(u)1 = [%‘(ta); xr9( f 1)l mod 4 * 
Applying d-1g-18, we obtain fi(t)fj(u) = fi(tu). Hence, if t = 1, we have 
fj(u) = fi(u). If Y, and r, correspond to connected nodes on the Dynkin 
diagram, then fj = fi . But the Dynkin diagram is connected, and so 
fi =fi = a** =fi =f, say. But,fi(t)fr(u) =fi(tu). Therefore,f(t) *f(u) =f(tu). 
We also knowf(t +ff) =f(t) +f( u , ) and so f is an automorphism of K. 
If we also denote by f  the field automorphism of U induced by the auto- 
morphism f of K, then f -Wlg-9 acts trivially on U modulo U, . 
We next consider the effect of inner automorphisms of U. We will require 
the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.6. Suppose s is a positive root such that 2 ,< h(s) f h - 2, 
where h is the height of the highest root, and suppose ri is a fundamental root such 




(3) s + 2ri + rj E .P and 3ri + ri $ Z+ for some ri E r, ri # ri 
Or 
(4) The root system is of type C, and s + 2ri is the highest root. 
Proof. We recall (3.2) that, if q, Y, s, q + Y, and q + r + s are roots and 
q + s is not a root, then r + s is a root. 
First we suppose that there is a root rj E rr, rj # ri , such that s + rj E Z+. 
Then, if ri + yi # ,X+-see (1). 
If ri + ri E .Z+, then s + ri + ri E Z+ (3.2 with roots s, ri + ri , and -ri . 
We are assuming s - ri 6 Z+). If 2ri + rj $Z+-see [2]. If 2ri + ri E Z+, 
then s + 2ri + ri E Z+ (3.2 with roots s, 2ri + rj , and -ri). It is easily seen 
that 3ri + rj is not a root-if it were, the root system would be of type G, , 
which has only six positive roots, whereas the situation above involves 
more than six positive roots [since h(s) 3 21. Hence, we are in situation (3). 
Now suppose that the only fundamental root rj such that s + ri is a root is 
yi itself. Since h(s) < h - 2, there is an rj ET such that s + ri + rj E Zf. 
We first suppose there is an rj # ri such that s + ri + ri E Z+. Then 
ri + rj E Z+ (3.2 with roots s, ri , and ri). If 2ri + rj 4 Z+-see (2). If 
2ri + rj E P, then s + 2ri + rj E Z+ (3.2 with roots s, 2ri + ri , and -YJ. If 
3ri + rj $ Z+-see (3). If 3ri + ri E Z+, then the root system is of type Gs . 
But h(s + 2ri + rj) 3 5, and, for G, , h = 5. Therefore, h(s) = 2 and 
s=ri+ri. But then s-Y~E.Z+, and we have a contradiction. Hence, 
3ri + rj $ z+. 
Now suppose there is no ri E rr such that rj # yi and either s j- ri E Z+ or 
s + li + rj E Z+. Then s + 2ri E Z+ and the root system must be of type 
R, , C, , F4, or Gs . Inspection of these root systems shows that the root 
system must be of type C, and s + 2ri = rN . Hence, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let 0 be any automorphism of U which acts trivially on U 
mod U, . Then there is an inner automorphism i of U such that i-V acts trivially 
on Umod U,, wherem=h-~ifUisnotoftypeC,,m=h-22Uisof 
type C, , and, as before, h is the height of the highest root. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to show that, if 2 < n < m - 1 and 8 acts 
trivially on U mod U,, , then there is an inner automorphism i of U such that 
i-V-l acts trivially on U mod U,,, . 
Suppose s is a positive root of height n, and suppose that, for some funda- 
mental root ri , 
eh,wi = x,,(t) dfwi 7 
where f is not identically zero. We show first that s - ri E Z+. Suppose 
s - r( 4 z”t. Then we are in one of the four situations described in Lemma 6.6. 
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(1) Suppose there is an rj E V, rj # ri , such that s + ri E Z+ and 
yi + rj $ z+. Then [+jt>; x,p)l is trivial; and hence, so also is ita image 
under 6. But its image under 8, when expressed in the canonical form of 2.4, 
begins with a term x,rj[N,,,f(t) u since, by Eq. (3.2) with roots s, rj and ] 
-yi , s + rj - ri is not a root. Therefore,f(t) = 0 and f is identically zero. 
(2) Now suppose there is an yi E r, rj # yi , such that s + ri + rj and 
ri + rj E Z+ and 2r, + rj $ Z+. Then, as in (l), s + ri - ri $ .Z+, and hence 
s + rj - 2r, $Z+. The method used in (l), applied to the commutator 
[xr,(u); x?,(t); xr.(t)], shows that Nutf (t) = 0, where 1 1 
Hence, provided N # 0, f(t) = 0 and f is identically zero. There are three 
cases to consider: 
(a) If s + ri $ Z+, then N,,rj = 0 and N # 0. 
(b) Ifs + ri I$ Z+, then Eq. (3.2) gives 
Now N is the sum of the terms on the left side. Hence, N # 0. 
(c) Ifs + ri and s + ri E Z+, then, as in (b), 
Ns,rjNs+rj.ri - Nvi,rj&+rj.s = NwiNs+rj.r, . 
Now the root system cannot be of type Ga , since in Ga there is no s such 
that s + ri , s + ri E Zf, ri # rj . Hence, all N,,a’s have absolute value 62. 
Also / N,+rj,rj 1 = 1 N,*,rj 1 = / N,,rI 1 = 1. If s + ri - rj EC+, then Eq. 
(3.2) with roots S, ri , and -rj , shows that s - Yj E Z+. We have 
312 f Ki+rj.s = f2----but Nri+v,,s = f 1 or f2. Therefore, s + li - rj $Z+ 
and the right side of our equation has absolute value 1. Hence N, which is the 
sum of the terms on the left side, is nonzero. 
(3) Now suppose there is an rj E w, rj # yi , such that s + 2ri + rj and 
2ri + ri E Z+, and 3r, + rj # Z+. Then [xrj(u); xri(t); ~rl(t); x,.,(t)] is trivial. 
Applying 8 and looking at the term which arises in %8+ari,.,.j, we obtain 
N&f(t) = 0, where 
Provided N # 0, f(t) = 0 and f is identically zero. Inspection of the various 
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root systems shows that the only cases in which we cannot apply (1) and (2) 
above and can apply (3) are as follows: 
(4 B 1, ri = rl , rj = r2 , s = r2 + r3 -j- e-e + rl , 
(b) C1,ri=r2,rj=r1,s=r3+r4+...+rl, 
and 
(c) F4 , ri = r2 , rj = r3 , s = 2r, + 2r, + 2r, + rp . 
(Since there is a root of form 2ri + ri , the root system must be of type B, , 
C, , F4 , or G, , and ri and rj are uniquely determined. G, is immediately 
eliminated, since 3ri + rj 4 Zf. Therefore, “inspection of the various root 
systems” is not as arduous a task as it may at first appear.) In case (a), 
N = &2; in case (b), N = f2 f  1; and in case (c), N = &2-in all three 
cases, N # 0. 
Hence, case (3) is completed. 
(4) If  none of (l), (2), and (3) above can be applied, then, by Lemma 6.6, 
s + 2rt is the highest root, and the group is of type Cr. But h(s) < m - 1 = h - 3 
in this case-therefore, this case cannot arise. 
We have now shown that, if 
and f is not identically zero, then s - ra E Z+. 
For convenience, we replace s by s + ri for the remainder of the proof. 
Hence, h(s) = tl - 1, and 
Now there is an inner automorphism i, of U (given by conjugation by a 
suitable element of %J, which acts trivially on U mod U,, , and such that 
i&Ti(lll = GNU> ~,+,i[f(l)l --. 
Then C1@,@)l = x,i(t) ~~+~~[g(t)l --y where g(1) = 0. We must show that 
g is identically zero and that, if there is an rj E v, ri # ri , such that s + rj E Zf, 
- .l and lfz; fW,Wl = x~,@) x8+,, g [ WI ***2 then g’ is also identically zero. 
(1) First suppose there is an rj E n, r, # ri , such that s + rj E C+ and 
ri+rj $Z+. Then by Eq. (3.2), with roots s+rj , ri , and -rj , s+r,+rj E .Z+. 
The commutator [x7.(t); x,.(u)] is trivial and, applying i;‘O, we obtain a term 
in s^S+T.+T I 3 which is &vial ii, and only if, 
Ns+r,.r,&) u = %+rj,,&4 t all G, t E K. 
But g( 1) = 0. Therefore, g and g’ are identically zero. 
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(2) Now suppose there is an rj E rr, rj # yi , such that s + yi + Y, E Z+ 
and s + rj $ Z+. Then by Eq. (3.2) with roots s, rt , and rj , yi + rj E Z+. NOW 
[xr,(t); x,,(l)] = [x,i(l); x, (Q+ , where ~a E U, , and i;lB acts trivially on 
U, mod U,,, . Applying $0, we obtain 
h,(t); %,(l>l Xs+~i+s,[Ns+r*.,,g(tll ***
= L%*(l); %,Wl ~3xg+ri+rj[~s+7‘.7s~g(lII *-** 
Therefore, g(t) = tg(1) = 0 and g is identically zero. 
(3) Now suppose that, if rj E 7r and rj # ri , then s + ri + rj 4 Z+. Then 
s + 2ri E Z+ and there is an rj err such that s + 2ri + r, ED, since 
h(s + 2ri) = n + 1 < h - 1. By Eq. (3.2), both rd + ri and 2ri + ri E Zf. 
Now [xvi(l); x,,(t); x71(1)1 = hl(l); ~~~(1); ~,i(t)lu~, where u4 E 7-J, ad a 
similar argument to that used m (2) above shows that g(t) = tg(1) = 0. 
Hence, in this case also, g is identically zero. 
(4) Now suppose there is an rj ET, ri # r< , such that s + rj and 
ri + ri E ,Z+. Then by Eq. (3.2), s + ri + rj E Z+, and 
Now all three terms on the left side of this equation are nonzero, and so at 
least one of the Na,b’~ must have absolute value 2 or 3. Therefore, the root 
system must be of type B, , C, , F4, or G, . It cannot be of type Bt or G, , 
since in these cases, inspection of the root system shows that, if s + yi and 
s + rj E Zf, then ri + rj $ C+. This situation can occur, however, in the root 
systems of type C, or F4 , but in these cases, inspection of the root system 
shows that either s + 2ri + rj E Z+ and s + 2ri 4 L’+ or s + 2rj + I( E .Z’+ 
and s + 2rj +! .Z:+. Also, 2r, + ~j and 2rj + r$ $ Zf. Suppose s + 2r, + rj E Zf. 
Then the commutator [x71(u); x7,(t); xri(t)] is trivial, and, applying i;‘B, we 
obtain a term in .%^s+27j+1, which is trivial if, and only if, Mtu * g(t) = N@g’(u) 
all t, u E K, w,here 
and 
By putting t = 1, we obtaing’(u) = 0 andg’ is identically zero. Also, provided 
M is noruero, g is identically zero. But M is the sum of two terms whose 
difference, by Eq. (3.2), is zero, since s + 2r, $Z+ and N,,,,.$ = -N, ,,. . 
Therefore, M is nonzero. Similarly, if s + 2rj + yi E Z+, g and g’ are ioih 
identically zero. 
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In all cases g and g’ are identically zero. We can find such an inner auto- 
morphism i, for each root s such that h(s) = n - 1. If we put i equal to the 
product of all these inner automorphisms, then i-l0 acts trivially on U 
mod U,+, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.8. If  U is of type C, and 0 acts trivially on U mod U,L-, , then 
there are inner and extremal automorphisms i and e of U such that e-1i-18 acts 
trivially on U mod lJ,-, . 
Proof. Let s denote the positive root of C, such that s + 2ri = T* for 
some ri ET, where rN is the highest root. Then the only situation not dealt 
with in Lemma 6.7 is the following: 
~[~Ti(tll = xriw %[fP)l .*.9 
(where ri as above). Hence, the argument used in Lemma 6.7 shows that we 
can find an inner automorphism i of U such that i-V acts trivially on %,., 
mod U,, , for rj # ri , and i-V acts on 3Yri as above. Now %,., is abelian and 
so [xrd(t); xr,(l)] is trivial. But the image of this commutator has a term in 
z- s+ri which is trivial if, and only if, f(t) = f (1)t for all t E K. But there is 
an extremal automorphism e of U that maps xri(t) onto xvi(t) x,V(l)t] 
mod U,-, , and so e&i-G9 acts trivially on U mod U,-, . 
LEMMA 6.9. If  6 acts trivially on U mod lJ,-, , then there is an inner 
automorphism i of U such that i-V acts trivially on U/U,+, and on U, . 
Proof. Since e acts trivially on U/U,-, , it also acts trivially on U,/U, , 
and U,b is the root subgroup corresponding to the highest root, rN . 
Suppose ri , ri E r, ri + ri E Z+, and 
ek++)i = X,,+,j(t) xrN[f(t)], 
where f  is not identically zero. Now x,i+,j(t) = [x7,(t); ~r,(N,~,,.)]z+, where 
us E U, . Therefore, either rN - ri E .Z+ or rN - rj E k+. Subpose iN - ri E Z+ 
and let s = r, - ri . Also, suppose 
ehp)l = xrjw x,kwi -. 
Now [x7‘(t); x:,(l)] = [xri(l); x,,(t)]ua , and 0 acts trivially on z+ . By applying 
0 and comparing terms in Xr.V , we obtain g(t) = tg(1). 
By Eq. (3.2), with roots s, ri + ri , and -rj , s - rj is a root, and there is an 
inner automorphism i of U, obtained by conjugation by a suitable element of 
%+rj , which maps xvi(t) onto xr$t) x,[tg(l)]. Hence, i--Y acts trivially on 
%rj mod U, and on %ri+Fj . Now rf U is not of type A, , s, ri , and rj are 
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uniquely determined and i-l0 acts trivially on U/U,-, and Us . If U is of type 
A, , then there are two roots ri E ~7 such that rN - ri E Z+. However, in this 
case, we can find an inner automorphism corresponding to each ri and, if i is 
the product, then i-V acts trivially on U/U,+, and U, . 
We now complete the determination of the automorphism group of U 
(except when U is of type A, or B,) in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.10. If  0 acts trivially on U mod U,, and on U, , then 0 = i.e.c., 
where i, e, and c are inner, extremal, and cental automorphisms of U. Also, if U 
is not of type A, , i is trivial. 
Proof. First suppose that U is not of type A, and let s = rN - ri be the 
unique root of height h - 1. 
Also, suppose e[x,,(t)l = xTi(t) xJf(t)] mod U, . Now [x,.Jt); ~rI(l)] is 
trivial. Applying 0 to this commutator, we obtain a term in ErN which is 
trivial if, and only if, f  (t) = f  (1)t. Let e be the extremal automorphism which 
maps xr,(t) onto x,.Jt) x,[f(l)t] mod U, . Then e-Y acts trivially on Z,., 1 
mod Uh . 
Now suppose rj is a fundamental root distinct from ri , and e-ld[xxri!t)] = 
x?,(t) xJf WI *a.. Now [xTi(t); x~,(u)] E U, , and since both e and B act trrvially 
on U, , so also does e+@. Applying e-V to the commutator, we obtain a term 
in CZVN which is trivial if, and only if, f  (u) = 0. Hence, f  is identically zero, 
and e-V acts trivially on U mod U, . But now, if e+?[x,l(t)] = XT,(t) x,Jgi(t)], 
j=l ,..., 1, it is clear that gj(t + U) = gj(t) + gj(u). Therefore, e-18 is a 
central automorphism and the lemma is proved. 
Now suppose that U is of type A, . Then rN - ri E Z+ for i = 1,l. Suppose 
rN - ri = si , i = 1, 1, and, for i = 1, 1, 
e[xr,(t)i = xri(t) xS1[fi(t)] Xa[gi(t)] .a.. 
Now [XT,(t); xri(l)] is trivial for i = 1, 1, and [xT1(t); x~!(u)] is trivial, since we 
have omitted A, . By considering the terms in XYN m the images of these 
commutators, we find 
f1(t) = f#)t, m = g,(l)4 
and 
~q,&W @I = %,.S,f&) t. 
If we let e be the extremal automorphism such that 
4x&)1 = ~,(t> xJf#) tl *-* 
and 
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and i be the inner automorphism such that 
i[%,Wl = %,P> %,kU) 4, 
then i-re-V acts trivially on X,, , i = 1, 2, mod U, . Then, as before, i-le-V 
acts trivially on U mod U, and !Is easily seen to be a central automorphism. 
The groups of type 4, and B, can easily be dealt with separately as described 
below: 
LEMMA 6.11. Let 6 be any automorphism of U, where U is of type A, or B, . 
Then B is a product of graph, diagonal, Jield, inner, extrema2, and central auto- 
morphisms of U. 
Proof. First suppose U is of type A, and Z+ = {r, s, r + s}. 
Suppose e[x,(t)] = xJf(t)] xJg(t)] xI+Jh(t)]. Then we can ensure that f is 
not identically zero by normalising 0 by a graph automorphism if necessary. 
If now g is not identically zero, we see by looking at the effect of 0 on 
h(t); 4)l thatf(t)g(l) =f(l)g(t). H ence the term in 9YS can be removed 
by normalising by an extremal automorphism. But if g is identically zero, h is 
clearly additive and the term in Ez?“,.+~ can be removed by normalising 0 by a 
central automorphism. Repeating this procedure for X, , we obtain an auto- 
morphism which maps each root subgroup onto itself. The argument used 
in the proof of Lemma 6.5 now shows that such an automorphism is a product 
of diagonal and field automorphisms. 
Now suppose the group is of type B, , and Z+ = {r, s, r $- s, r + 2s). 
If WMI = x,[fWl xJ&)l x,+.NtI xr+dWl then, as before, we can 
ensure that g is not identically zero by using a graph automorphism. If f is not 
identically zero then, as before, f (1) g(t) = f (t) g( 1) and the term in 8, can 
be removed by normalising by an extremal automorphism (since B, s C,). 
Then, if g is identically zero, we find f (t) h(1) = f (1) h(t). We can normalise 
by a further extremal automorphism to remove the term in XT+,-but now 
l(t) is clearly additive and the term in %,+a, can be removed by normalising 
by a central automorphism. 
If f?[x,.(t)] = xJf(t)] x,[g(t)] x,+,[h(t)] x,+&(t)] with 0 normalised as above, 
then f (t) # 0, [since @(a,) = S,]. It is easily seen that the image under 0 of 
[x*(l); x,.(l); x,(t)] is trivial if, and only if, g is identically zero. Looking at the 
image of [XT(t); x,(I)] we obtain h(t) f (1) = h(l)f(t) and the term in %,.+S can 
be removed by an inner automorphism. But then 1 is clearly additive and 
the term in %,.+aS can be removed by normalising by a central auto- 
morphism. The remaining automorphism is then a product of diagonaf 
and field automorphisms as before. 
We note finally that, if U is of type A, every automorphism of U is a central 
automorphism. For, if B [x,.(t)] = xJf(t)] = xl(t) x,[f(t) - t], then t +f(t) - t 
is additive. 
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Theorem 6.2 (A) now follows immediately from Lemmas 6.3411. 
We note that our proof of Theorem 6.2 (A) is in fact valid if p = char. 
K=3andUisoftypeAr. However, this case has already been dealt with 
in [12] and so, for convenience, we omitted the case p = 3 completely. If the 
field has order 2, and U is of type A,, then there is an automorphism of U 
which maps x7,( 1) onto x,~( 1) x,$( 1). Hence, the theorem breaks down if p is 2. 
Counterexamples can also be constructed whenp = 3 and U is not of type A, . 
Now every characteristic subgroup of U must clearly be a normal symmetric 
radical subgroup of U, and every such subgroup is invariant under all inner, 
graph, diagonal, and field automorphisms of U. By Corollaries 3.3 and 5.6, 
every such subgroup contains the root subgroup S,N and is invariant under all 
central automorphisms of U. Also by Corollaries 3.3 and 5.6, every such 
subgroup contains a root subgroup EXr where Y E Z+ and h(r) = h(rN) - 1 
(provided the radical subgroup is larger than %,.J. If the group is not of type 
A, there is only one such root Y. If U is of type Al , there are two such roots I, 
and the corresponding root subgroups are interchanged by the nontrivial 
graph automorphism which exists in this case. If U is not of type C1 , every 
normal symmetric radical subgroup is invariant under all extremal auto- 
morphisms and so is characteristic. If U is of type C, , then any normal 
radical subgroup not containing %rt , (yN - yi E Z+, ri E rr), is clearly invariant 
under all extremal automorphisms and, hence, is characteristic. If a normal 
radical subgroup contains Xri then it is characteristic if and only if it contains 
.Yr+.li (in view of our discussion on extremal automorphisms and the 
material presented above). Hence (B) of Theorem 6.2 is proved. The extra 
condition for type C1 cannot be omitted since in this case U has precisely one 
normal radical subgroup which is not characteristic-namely l’JER SYr , 
where 52 is the set of all positive roots r which “involve” the fundamental 
root ri . 
7. THE STEINBERG GROUPS OF TYPE A:, Dt, AND Eel 
If the field K admits a nontrivial automorphism u of order 2, then, making 
use of u and the symmetry of the root system of order 2 which exists in 
types A,, D, , and EB (and which induces the graph automorphisms), 
Steinberg showed, in [l 11, that certain subgroups of the Chevalley groups of 
type At , D, , and EB over such a field K are also simple groups. Let G’ be one 
of these groups, and let U' = Un G1, where U is the maximal unipotent 
subgroup of the Chevalley group considered in Sections l-6. Then U1 is a 
maximal unipotent subgroup of G1 and, if K does not have characteristic two 
or three, similar methods can be used to determine the automorphisms and 
the characteristic subgroups of U1. 
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Suppose o also denotes the symmetry of order 2 of the root system, and let 
K, denote the subfield of K of all elements fixed by 0. Then the unipotent 
subgroup U1 of the Steinberg group is generated by all elements of the 
following forms: 
t E Ks , o(r) = r, and r f; s + a(s), 
t E K, r + u(r) g/Y+, 
t E K, and w satisfies w + U(W) = N,(,.),,to(t). 
(7.1) 
Also, elements of the third type described occur only if the group is of type 
A,1 and 1 is even. In this case, no elements of the first type occur. 
The automorphisms of U described below leave U1 invariant and hence 
induce automorphisms of 7-P: 
Diagonal automorphisms of U obtained from characters x of the root space 
which “commute” with a-i.e., x[u(r)] = &J(Y)] for all positive roots r. 
Field automorphisms of U obtained from automorphisms of K which 
commute with u. 
(i) If U1 is not of type Ari, I even: central automorphisms of U obtained 
from homomorphisms of K+ into K,+ (see section on central automorphisms). 
(ii) If U1 is of type All, I even: central automorphisms of U obtained from 
homomorphisms of K+- into the additive group of elements t such that 
t + u(t) = 0. 
(iii) If U1 is not of type A,l: extremal automorphisms of U obtained from 
elements of K,, (i.e., xri(t) + xri(t) xrNmri(kt) *.a, where K E K,,). 
(iv) If U1 is of type A,l: extremal automorphisms of U of the form 
x&> + x,,(t) x,-rp) . . . 
and 
where k is any element of K. 
Hence, one obtains diagonal, field, central, and extremal automorphisms of 
U1. The sets of positive roots of the forms (Y) [U(Y) = Y and Y # s + u(s)], 
[Y, U(Y)], and [r, a(r), r + U(Y)] form a partition of the set of positive roots, 
and the set of all such subsets, with addition of subsets suitably defined, 
forms a root system of type C,,,, , B,, , F4 , according as the group is of 
type A,l(Z odd), Dll, or Esl. Using these facts, many of the arguments used in 
Sections 5 and 6 can be applied to the Steinberg groups. The groups of type 
A,l, I even, require a separate treatment, but in all cases we have the following: 
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THEOREM 7.1. The automorphism group of U1 is generated by the inner, 
diagonal, field, central, and extremal automorphisms of U1. (Characteristic of 
K # 2,3.) 
Hence we have: 
COROLLARY 7.2. Every automorphism of U1 can be extended to an auto- 
morphism of U, (characteristic of K # 2, 3). 
In determining the characteristic subgroups of U1 we consider the following 
analogues of the root subgroups of U: 
(i) If R = {r} consists of a single self-conjugate root which is not the sum 
of two conjugate roots, let LFR = (xr(t) [ t E Ko}. 
(ii) If R = {r, u(r)} consists of a pair of conjugate roots whose sum is not 
a root, let TR = (XT(t) x,,(rj[a(t)] 1 t E K}. 
(iii) If R = {r, u(r), r + a(r)}, let 
si? = {XT@) %bMll ~~+cd*bJ> I t, w E K, w + U(W) = ~~(r),$u(t)l. 
(iv) If R = {r} consists of a self-conjugate root which is the sum of a pair 
of conjugate roots, let 9YR = {x?(t) 1 t + u(t) = O}. 
We call the subgroups 9YR the root subgroups of U1, and we say a subgroup 
of U1 is radical if it is the semidirect product of root subgroups. We also 
define subgroups U,r of iY by lJ,l = U,,, n U1. 
THEOREM 7.3 (characteristic K # 2, 3). 
(i) The characteristic subgroups of U l are precisely the normal radical sub- 
groups of U1. 
(ii) The series U1 = Ull > US1 > 0.. > U,l = 1 is both the upper and 
the lower central series of U1. 
8. THE STEINBERG GROUPS OF TYPE De2 AND De3 
In [ll], Steinberg described a further method of constructing simple 
groups as subgroups of the Chevalley groups of type D, . 
If K is a field which admits an automorphism T of order 3, if K,, denotes the 
subfield of K of elements fixed by T, and if T also denotes a symmetry of the 
root system of D, of order 3, then the Steinberg group of type DJ2 over K is 
generated by all elements of the Chevalley group D,(K) of the following 
forms: 
%W Y ~2, T(Y) = r, t E K,, 
XT@> %bMll QJT2Wl rE.Z, tEK. (8-l) 
4W14/2-7 
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The subgroup generated by all such elements for r E Z+ is a maximal 
unipotent subgroup, which we denote by U2. The automorphisms of U2 are 
as follows: (U denotes the unipotent subgroup of the Chevalley group of type 
D, over K.) 
Field Automorphisms 
Any automorphism f of K such that fr = rf or fT = r2f determines a field 
automorphism of U2 as follows: 
if 7(r) = Y, XT(t) - %-Wll all t E K, , 
and 
if 7(r) # r, x7(t) ud~Pl1 Q,,,b2Wl 
-+ x~[f(~)l xdr)(T[f(t>l x,e,,,(72[f(t)l>) all t E K. 
We note that, if fT = T’f, this map is not the restriction to U2 of a field 
automorphism of U. However such an automorphism can be extended to an 
automorphism of U which is the product of a graph and a field automorphism. 
Diagonal Automorphisnu 
Let x be a character of the additive group generated by the roots of D, such 
that x[+)l = ~[x(y>l, 11 a Y E Z+. Then the restriction to U2 of the corre- 
sponding diagonal automorphism of U is an automorphism of U2. 
Extremal Automorphisms 
Suppose k E K,, and r is the (unique) fundamental root such that T(Y) = r. 
Then the map 
x7(t) - x,(t) x7&t) XrJwr,-&2) 
xs(t) - x8(t) SEP, s # r, 
where r, is the highest root of D4 , determines an extremal automorphism of 
U which leaves lJ2 invariant, and hence determines an automorphism of Us. 
Central Autonwrphisms 
Suppose g, is an endomorphism of K,+ and g, is a homomorphism of K+ 
into K,++. Then if the fundamental roots of D4 are Y, [T(Y) = r], s, T(s), and 
T2(S), the map which sends x7(t) to x,(t) x,[gl(t)], t E K,, , and 
xdt) x~dT(t)l X4d[T2(t)l 
to xS(t) x~(~J[T(~)] x7qs)[T2(t)] x,.,[g,(t)], t E K, determines a central auto- 
morphism of U2. 
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Twisted Automorphisms 
Suppose f is a linear functional on K, regarded as a vector space (of dimen- 
sion 3) over K,, . Then the map which acts trivially on x,.(t) (t E K,) and which 
sends x40 uM)l u8)b2Wl to W wW1~~~ k2(tN xT+-Jf(919 
(t E K), determines an automorphism of Ua. 
If the linear functional f is of the form f(t) = (1 + 7 + T2)(ht), where 
k E KO , then the automorphism obtained is in fact an inner automorphism. 
However, if f is not of this form, the corresponding twisted automorphism 
cannot be expressed as a product of automorphisms of the other types 
described. 
The structure of U2 is, in a number of ways, similar to the structure of the 
maximal unipotent subgroup of a Chevalley group of type G, , and this 
enables us to use the methods described in Sections 5 and 6 to obtain the 
following: 
THEOREM 8.1. The autommphism group of U2 is generated by the inner, 
field, diagonal, extremal, central, and twisted automorphisms of U2 (churac- 
teristic of K # 2, 3). 
As in Section 7, we again have natural analogues of the root subgroups of U. 
We define the root subgroups of U2 to be the subgroups of the forms 
h(t) 1 t E K. , T(r) = r> and b(t) %&(t)] X+W[T2(t)l 1 t E Kl and we say a 
subgroup is radical if it is the semidirect product of root subgroups. Also, we 
define subgroups U,= of U2 by Um2 = U2 n U, . Then we have 
THEOREM 8.2. (characteristic of K # 2, 3) 
(i) The characteristic subgroups of U2 are precisely the normal radical 
subgroups of U2. 
(ii) The series U2 = VI2 > U22 > --- > US2 > 1 is both the upper and the 
lower central series of U2. 
We now consider the Steinberg groups of type 02. These are obtained as 
subgroups of Chevalley groups of type D, over fields K which admit non- 
commuting automorphisms cr and 7 of order 2 and 3, respectively, such that 
UT = T2U. Suppose K is such a field, and let U1 and U2 be the subgroups of the 
Chevalley group D,(K) described in Section 7 and above, respectively. Then 
Us = U1 n tJ2 is a maximal unipotent subgroup of the Steinberg group of 
type D43 over K. If we now let K,, denote the subfield of K of elements fixed 
by both (T and 7, and let K,, denote the subfield of elements fixed by UT, 
then U3 is generated by all elements of the following forms: 
xrw rEZ+, tEK,,, T(r) = r, 
x,(t) %d+ll x,~,,,[wl rEZI+, tEKn, and U(r) = T(r) 
[i.e., T”(r) is invariant under u]. 
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The automorphisms of U3 are as follows: any automorphism of k’,, which 
commutes with the linear map (1 + 7 + ?) induces a field automorphism of 
U3; every character x of the root space with values in Kz7 such that, for all 
P E Z+, x[T(Y)] = +(r)], induces a diagonal automorphism of U3; extremal 
automorphisms of U3 are defined exactly as for U2 (but K, now has a different 
meaning); if, in the definition of a central automorphism of U2, we replace K 
by Km > we obtain central automorphisms of U3; and finally, we obtain twisted 
automorphisms of U3 from linear functionals of K,, , regarded as a vector 
space over K, , in the same way as we obtained twisted automorphisms of U2. 
We define the root subgroups of U3 to be the intersections of U3 with the 
the root subgroups of U2. Also, we define subgroups Urn3 by Urn3 = U3 n Umz. 
Then the automorphisms, characteristic subgroups, and upper and lower 
central series are given by Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, with U2, Urn2 replaced by 
us, urns. 
Finally we remark that the field automorphisms of U2 and U3 described 
above can be extended to automorphisms of the full Steinberg group of type 
Dt2 or Da3, respectively. Hence, the field automorphisms of the Steinberg 
group of type Da2 over K correspond to automorphisms of K such that 
fr = rf or j+ = ~“f, and the field automorphisms of the group of type DJ3 
correspond to automorphisms of K,, which commute with (1 + 7 + T”). 
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